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EDITORIAL



S

ince taking my first step in Second Life back in late 2006, I

seemed to be emulating the Second Life business model where

have expected the use and acceptance of virtual worlds to

one company controls the entire world, and you only buy the

take a path very similar to that of the integration and use

land and create content. With all the issues surrounding an in-

of Web sites. Back then we began with walled-garden services

world economy, copyright concerns, and policing of appropriate

like AOL. Then browsers showed up on the scene, Web sites were

content, these grid developers continue to operate as a type of

developed, and we were on our way.

dictatorship or ruling party.

And although I realize we are still in the very first stages of all

Then one day, I visited an Open Sim-based world called Reaction

this, I have to wonder if the development of virtual worlds will

Grid. On their Web site, I noticed the beginnings of a hosting

continue to follow in a path similar to that taken by the Web. In

plan similar to the type I had been envisioning. Reaction Grid has

trying to shove the development of virtual worlds into the Web

created their own virtual world and offers land plans, but the key

site model, I kept thinking that a business plan would need to

difference is that they also offer hosting plans and are moving in

emerge allowing for the setup and hosting of grids in a manner

the direction of providing support for everyone to create their

similar to that of Web sites. The underlying notion is that Virtual

own grid on a hosted server. They also add in the ability to link

worlds will become ubiquitous when any one of us can sign onto

or transport between these grids. Voila, they have the beginnings

a hosting plan for our own grid or site; install the software like

of a virtual World Wide Web.

we install Drupal, Wordpress, or some other Web site software;
and then apply a theme or build and tweak it. Like plug-ins for
Web site software, people will offer pre-developed content built
and scripted for a specific theme or industry.
Over the last couple years, I waited to see if this would happen. I
continued to visit new grids, but realized that most of them
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True, the Open Sim software is still in development, but if you
are old enough, I am sure you remember when we wrote Web
sites in simple html. Compare what we created back then to what
we have now and then imagine where we will take Open Sim—or
perhaps there will be another virtual world software out there yet
to be developed. After watching the first steps of Reaction Grid, I
believe we are on our way.
Jan/Feb/Mar 2009
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Found on the Unknown Unzoned sim
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Serious Business

The photos in this issue highlight the types of regular events that residents of Second Life can attend at no cost. Covering topics
ranging from astronomy to education to climate change, presentations in Second Life can deliver some pretty heavy stuff.

Second Life residents were able to view live feeds from
the Climate Change Conference held in Poznan, Poland, from Dec. 1–12, 2008. OneClimate island hosted
the event.

A college fair was hosted on InfoIsland on Nov. 16, 2008.
Thirty-eight participants set up virtual booths with staff
who answered questions from those wandering through.

Elon University held its fourth annual astronomy out-

In January 2009, the first annual Real Life Education Sup-

reach program in Second Life from Dec. 5–7, 2008.

port Faire was held in Second Life. Presentations were

Following are examples of some of the 23 topics pre-

given throughout the week of Jan. 25, 2009, and virtual

sented:

trade show booths were set up across a four-sim area.
The Coriolis Effect and Your Bathroom
Why the Sky is Blue
Why Stars Appear to Twinkle

Jan/Feb/Mar 2009
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E

nergy Green Island is one of the newest sites in Sec-

the company launched a Web site at http://www.pigsight.jp/

ond Life designed to showcase green technology. The

energygreenisland to support and explain activities on Energy

build successfully blends the wonder and natural

Green. The Web site is available in Japanese and English lan-

beauty of a Japanese landscape with engaging activities and

guages.

lessons promoting the use of alternative energy. ―Energy

Both the sim and Web site are high quality, innovative builds

Green Island is a new type of sim in which the Second Life
activities lead to the actual protection of the environment,‖
said pippi Tiratzo (Second Life name), the island’s representative.

offering unique and fun experiences. Much of the communication on the sim is in Japanese, but there are a few signs written in English scattered throughout to help explain concepts
and activities to English-speaking users. Those needing more

The island’s owner and developer, Tokyo-based Aventi Co.,

information can also access the Energy Green Web site.

Ltd., worked on the island for about four months before
opening it to the public on Jan. 28, 2009. At the same time,
Page 8
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Visitors can pick up a HUD from this happy little monkey.
The kiosk is located near the arrival point and in several
other locations across the island.
Charge Your HUD
The entire island is themed on five alternative energy technologies used for power generation involving water, solar, geothermal, biomass, and wind. Residents of Second Life begin their
journey through the island by arriving on a wooden dock where
they are greeted with maps of the island and brightly colored
information boards. A pink pig encourages visitors to pick up a
HUD from the happy-looking monkey. This HUD represents each
of the five technologies and related zones on the island. In each
themed area, those wearing the HUD can participate in an activity related to that particular technology and increase the
―charge‖ in the HUD. Once the HUD is fully charged, participants
can go to the item exchange center in the middle of the island
and use the charged HUD to get five items. Once you get the
items, the HUD will discharge. Anyone can recharge the HUD and
get more prizes by going back and completing each activity
again. Those using the HUD can also choose to only partially
charge the device, take it off, then return in the future to again
wear the HUD and complete the charge. Below is detailed description of each of the activities and zones:

This zone, located in an area named
Hiatari Village, demonstrates the use of
solar panels to generate power. Avatars can pick up a solar panel by clicking one of the four wooden stands. To
begin the activity, users find the panel
in their inventory and choose ―wear.‖
This will place the panel in the avatar’s
arms and begin the animation of holding the panel up to catch the sun’s
rays. An avatar must remain in place
until the HUD shows a charge.

Jan/Feb/Mar 2009
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The Sakura River runs through the hydraulic power zone. Lying along its banks are
mills with water wheels; nearby, the Sakura River Floodgate spans the water. Visitors charge their HUD by touching one of
the pads near the wheels of the floodgate.
This begins an animation causing the avatar to raise and lower the gate. When the
cycle is completed, the HUD receives a
charge.

Avatars really work for their charge in the
biomass zone located on Father Farm. First
visitors must touch one of the pads lying
on the ground near the wooden wheelbarrows. This gives the user a biomass scoppe
or shovel that can found in the inventory
and worn. The animation involves having
the avatar scoop biomass into the wheelbarrows. After shoveling straw and manure
for some time, the HUD is charged. Cows
stand nearby ready to generate more biomass. Before leaving this area, make sure
to pick up one of the cute cows from the
barn or take your picture at the staged
photo setup.

Page 10
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This activity lies beneath the fierce and
threatening volcano, Magmadake, perched
high up in one corner of the sim. Steam rises
from a pool at the Wild Monkey Spa near the
base of the volcano. Users touch the wooden
pads on the dock to obtain a geo yumomi or
paddle. The animation causes the avatar to
stir the waters of the pool. Be patient, it
takes time to generate power from the geothermal zone.

The wind zone can easily be found by locating the wind turbines standing tall amidst
the Japanese landscape in an area known as
the Kamikaze Highland. Visitors need to
climb to the top of the wood tower and buy
the wind uchiwa leaning against the wall.
The activity begins when the user touches
one of the four pads at the top of the tower.
This starts an animation causing the avatar
to wave the paddle and generate wind
power. After some time, the HUD receives a
charge from the wind power.

Jan/Feb/Mar 2009
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Getting the Good Stuff
Once the HUD is completely charged and shows an orange bar
extending all the way across the bottom of the HUD, the user
can visit the item exchange center located in the center of the
sim. Throughout this center are many different types of Second
Life gifts. The bearer of a fully charged HUD can choose up to
five of these gifts by clicking on the boxes. Once the final choice
is made, the HUD discharges.

Green Certificate Program
Energy Green has one additional activity located just down from
the entry point in an area noted on the map as Purchase Island.
Here, Second Life residents have the opportunity to contribute to
natural energy by purchasing a Green Energy Certificate in any
or all of the five technologies. This opportunity is possible because Aventi purchases green credits from Energy Green for the
power generated by a wind turbine in Ishikari City, Hokkaido.
Any resident wishing to purchase certificates can visit the spinning globe in this area and make their purchase from the stones
scattered around the perimeter of the globe. Each stone represents the five alternative energy technologies based on the use
of solar, wind, geothermal, biomass, and hydraulic power. In
order to make the purchase, an avatar must stand in front of
their favorite method of power generation, right-click the stone,
and select ―Payment.‖ For each $5L paid, 100wh of power is purchased. The purchaser receives a Green Energy Certificate indicating their participation in that particular technology. This inworld certificate can then be displayed in a home or place of

Example of the Green Power Certificate displayed af-

business to designate that avatar’s participation in helping to

ter a buyer contributes to green power generation on

support development of alternative energy. At the time of pur-

Energy Green Island.

chase, a link to the Web site is also offered where the purchaser
can print out a copy of their certificate.
Tiratzo said, ―The average purchase to support the energy used
by a Second Life store would be 10,000wh.‖ This amounts to a
total payment of $500L. ―The most popular certificate is the Solar one.‖ However, visitors do not have to purchase all of their
certificates within one type of energy. By moving around the
globe, certificates can be purchased in each of the five power
generation types.

About Aventi, Co.
Energy Green Island is one island in an entire eight-sim estate
developed and owned by Aventi. The company’s primary businesses are web development and the online sales of printer toners. All work on Energy Green was completed by the company’s
web development staff.

After fully charging their HUD, visitors can visit the
store in the center of the island and choose up to five,
free gifts.
Page 12
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Green Certificates
What’s the Deal?

A

ccording to Green Certificates; Empowering the Market?! by Hoogland and Schaeffer,
―Green certificates are created by the producers of electricity. Producers receive a cer-

tificate for each pre-defined unit of electricity produced from renewable energy sources that
is put on the grid. Consumers of electricity are allotted with targets for the consumption or
sale of electricity from renewable sources. In order to show that they meet their targets,
these consumers have to hand over certificates at a given point in time.‖ So producers using
alternative energy to produce power generate certificates, and consumers purchase these
certificates through either an enforced or voluntary program. This purchase helps to subsidize the power company’s investment in alternative energy.
Shift, an online magazine based in Japan, is an example of an entity that has voluntarily
made such a purchase. Their Web site said the company ―purchased a green power certificate, from Energy Green, Inc., providing 50% of our usage of electrical power generated by
the Ishikari citizen wind turbine, which has been built in the wind-power plant in Ishikari,
Hokkaido.‖
Another example of a company purchasing green certificates has been the 21st Tokyo International Film Festival which, according to their Web site, made ―its engagement with Energy
Green, Inc. and TOHO Cinemas to utilize green power for all screenings during the festival
held from Oct. 18 (Sat) to 26 (Sun) at TOHO Cinemas in Roppongi Hills and other venues.
The entire green power required for the screenings were purchased from Energy Green by

Logo Credit: IYA2009/Dark Sky Awareness

the use of Green Power Certificates.‖
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Serving Members in the Metaverse

P

rofessional societies have been building communities
long before Web 2.0 emerged on the scene, and incorporating new technologies like virtual worlds is only one
more tool to help these groups better serve their membership.
IEEE, a non-profit organization serving as a professional association for the advancement of technology, began their journey into Second Life (SL) in mid 2007, around the time that
Buildit Nikolaidis (SL name) began working for IEEE. ―The society was looking into establishing a presence in Second Life
based off of the involvement of other companies such as IBM
and Dell,‖ said Nikolaidis. ―The association had heard of the
capabilities of using Second Life as a platform to educate and
spread knowledge.‖
Nikolaidis researched SL and then began teaching himself how
to use SL. IEEE went ahead with the purchase of an island,
and Nikolaidis began building. Since then the island, named
IEEE after the organization, has taken a number of different
forms. To benefit the island and visitors, Nikolaidis has inPage 14
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creased his knowledge and use of the tools in Second Life to
craft an island experience that best suits visiting avatars.
The completion of the pilot island towards the end of Winter
2007 proved to IEEE that SL was a viable platform in which to
conduct their business so they went forward with the purchase
of an additional island. The second island was acquired so IEEE
members and societies within the IEEE can stake a claim on a
small piece of land to use for their own purposes. Recently the
second island, IEEE 2, was finished, and work has been progressing on redesigning island 1.‖
The layout and design of the islands have been conceived by
Nikolaidis and approved by the organization. Nikolaidis presented his designs to the organization from which he received
full approval of his outline. As the islands and progression develop there are weekly or bi-weekly meetings that allow the
progress to be presented. In addition, these meetings allow for
constructive feedback of any requested revisions and or edits
that might benefit the project. All of the feedback is considJan/Feb/Mar 2009
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Visitors to the IEEE
islands can watch
episodes of IEEE TV
in one of the four
theaters have been
set up in the large
tower rising up from
the center of the IEEE
sim.

ered and absorbed by
Nikolaidis, the project
leader to which his expertise knowledge and
judgment is applied to
decide the best plan
and proceed accordingly. As the plans develop, the use of his
staff superiors are used
as a sounding board.
Once a society of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers, today IEEE represents a wide variety of professionals
working in technical fields that range from aerospace to biomedical engineering. With representing so many different segments
of the industry, IEEE decided to develop specific areas of the
islands based on the expressed interest of their membership.
Nikolaidis explained that the Robotics and Automation Society
(RAS) expressed heavy interest from the start of IEEE’s involvement in Second Life and was the first society within the IEEE to
create a presence on IEEE Island. ―They created a building design which I constructed in Second Life as they designed and
programmed robots driven by artificial intelligence to display
some of the projects they are working on in real life.‖
Eventually other groups within the organization may end up
helping to create their own builds. New groups that are expressing interest are the Professional Communications Society (PCS),
the Standards Association (SA), and hopefully the Computer
Society (CS) will get involved as well.

The organization also hopes to engage the college student
population. On IEEE Island 2 there are villas developed for students who would like to get involved with Second Life but do
not want the responsibility of managing a large parcel. There
are plans on filling the villas with student members from across
the globe and having some sort of a competitive event as an
incentive for them to create the best villa environment they
can.
IEEE also sees the student villas as an opportunity to link the
island’s student population to their respective universities. In
the villas, there are possibilities to have the students place links
to their university islands so people who are interested in a
particular student’s presence on IEEE island can explore their
background by visiting their university’s island. In return, the
university and business islands can then have links pointing to
the IEEE islands to increase traffic and gather interest of people
who otherwise wouldn't know anything
about IEEE.
According to Nikolaidis, the original
island, IEEE, ―is the home of our conference center, amphitheatre, human
resources center, building sandbox,
orientation area, and IEEE.tv Tower.
We plan on having conferences here
that tie in with real world IEEE events.‖
There are also plans to create a portal
site from the association’s Web site and
set up training areas to help people
transition from real life to Second Life.
Visitors will also be able to view episodes of IEEE TV at the IEEE TV tower
set up on the island.

Villas on IEEE island stand ready to
host students from around the
world.
Jan/Feb/Mar 2009
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Virtual Load
Cells

I

nnovative companies are beginning to realize that virtual worlds

demonstrations to improve the visitor experience and give the site a

like Second Life offer the opportunity to create 3-D representa-

more educational feel. The loadcell demonstration rig is by far the most

tions of their products at a minimal cost. These digital models can

complex addition to the office, it allows our visitors to see the effect on

then be used to demonstrate ideas and concepts and showcase capa-

the Wheatstone bridge of a virtual loadcell when they apply a load to

bilities and appearance of products to existing and future customers.

the loadcell.‖

In addition, the social interactions offered in virtual worlds enable

Virtual worlds have the added benefit of allowing companies to build

sales staff, through the use of an avatar, to enter virtual worlds and
meet and interact with clients and potential customers. One company
taking advantage of Second Life’s interactive capabilities is Novatech
Measurements Limited, based in East Sussex, England.

realistic representations of their products in 3-D and to scale in a space
where people can then interact with the products using avatars, or
digital representations of themselves. Novatech makes use of this ability by offering free copies of their TR150 portable load meter. Falcon

Novatech’s in-world efforts have been led by Avariel Falcon (Second

said, ―Visitors can hold the hand-held load meter in their virtual hands

Life name)—an employee from the Electronic Office at Novatech Meas-

and view the loadcell from all angles, giving the visitor a feel for the

urements. Falcon, who has been a resident of Second Life since Au-

product and its size in a way that is hard to achieve with a traditional

gust 2006, started construction of her company’s build on a 512

Web site.‖

square meter plot on the mainland.

Visitors to the site do tend to hang around interacting with the exhibits,
and the general feedback has shown the company they are moving in
the right direction. ―So far we have had a few positive comments from
engineering students, and we have met up in-world with some of our
customers. Generally we feel that the Second Life office is achieving its
objective of promoting Novatech and adding to our general web presence, particularly among engineering students who may well be our
future customers.‖

Novatech’s site now sits on 1584 square meters in the Clear sim
(141/27/109), and today, visitors are greeted with a 3-D crane,
boards displaying information about the company’s products, and an
interactive, virtual loadcell display. ―Initially we started building the
office as a gateway to the Novatech Web sites,‖ said Falcon, ―but as
the site grew, we added the free hire loadcell box and other product

Page 16
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This machine applies a load to a loadcell and
outputs an electric signal indicating the
forces applied.

A Wheatstone Bridge is represented on the
face of the machine. When activated, an
electrical voltage is applied across the
bridge allowing for the flow of current. The
resulting electrical resistance is used to provide an accurate measurement of force.

Novatech Measurements Limited

A

variel Falcon works in the Electronics Office at Novatech
Measurements where she is involved with a wide range
of projects involving customer repairs to research and
development. For those interested in learning a little more
about this UK-based company, Falcon shared some background
information about her company:
Novatech Measurements offers over 35 years of manufacturing
experience, the latest analytical techniques, and a flexible approach. We have full in-house design, production and calibration
capabilities which gives us the ability to quickly produce custom
designed solutions to our customers needs at reasonable costs
and provide a long term re-calibration and repair service.

The loadcells that we manufacture are sensors that convert a
force into a linear electrical signal. Their operation relies on
measuring minute movements in a precision metal structure
using foil strain gauges bonded to the surface of the metal. The
structure takes a wide variety of forms depending on the force
range and the application requirements. To support the loadcells
and force sensors, we also supply a range of basic instrumentation including loadmeters and loadcell amplifiers.
In addition to manufacturing loadcells we also offer a loadcell
hire service where customers can hire a force measurement
system for a few weeks for short term applications.

Jan/Feb/Mar 2009
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S

econd Life and other virtual worlds offer a whole new way

reduce the possibility of someone setting up questionable content

of doing business. And although some companies have

next door and have over time expanded the site into neighbouring

made the move into virtual worlds like Second Life, few

parcels as they became available. By starting small and working

have been companies promoting or selling engineering-related

up you can avoid overextending yourself and your ability to create

products. But as virtual worlds increase in population and accep-

meaningful content.‖

tance and as companies continue to struggle with budgets, a digital presence begins to emerge as a viable marketing and sales

Falcon pointed out that the cost and commitment to establish a

tool for this industry.

large site can be considerable. ―For a large organization it might

Planning

swer visitors’ questions although this is quite a big commitment of

be worth having permanent staff at their Second Life site to an-

One of the first steps for companies considering a move into Second Life is to spend some time exploring the landscape. ―In the
case of Novatech my past experience with Second Life allowed us
to skip through this stage,‖ said Falcon, ―But for a company that
has no in-house expertise, I would recommend allocating a reasonable amount of time in order to get to grips with the Second
Life environment and building tools. For those who are new to
Second Life, it is worthwhile searching for New Citizens Incorporated (NCI) which is a volunteer-run organization that runs
classes in everything from the basics of land ownership to ad-

resources. One thing to take into account is that Second Life
never sleeps so any permanent staffing arrangement would require multiple members of staff working shifts.‖
Resources
Each company also must decide if the project will be completed
by in-house staff or through the use of a consultant or the combination of both. ―As an organization, Novatech tends to prefer
keeping web design in-house as it gives us a great deal of flexibility and control over our web presence,‖ said Falcon. ―So when it

vanced scripting.‖

came to developing in Second Life, we followed the same strat-

Once employees of a company become experienced in moving

develop the Second Life site as a dynamically changing space that

and interacting in Second Life, they can merge these skills with

can adapt to our needs and the needs of our customers.‖

egy. This allows us to create content on an ongoing basis and

existing ones to begin planning their digital site. Based on her
experience, Falcon suggested that ―in many ways, a Second Life
build is the same as a Web site and as such has similar content
considerations.‖ She also emphasized the need to create a development team. ―In addition to the builders, you need to bring in
sales and marketing to help present your products and have
proper managerial and legal oversight to ensure that content does
not violate copyright, client confidentiality, or release confidential

As with any online presence, maintenance of the site is an important consideration. Falcon noted that many businesses entering
Second Life tend to focus on a large build that takes up one or
more sims, or islands, and involves the use of third-party builders. ―Usually after the first year it becomes apparent that maintaining multi-sim islands requires a lot of resources and does not
necessarily guarantee a new wave of customers to make the ef-

details of your products.‖

fort worthwhile.‖ In the end, each company must decide the

Design

in their Second Life site.

As in the off-line world, a company has many options for the level
of presence they can create. Some companies choose to start
small creating a simple informational site while others choose to
establish a fully staffed, large, interactive build. Falcon shared her
company’s approach. ―At Novatech we decided to try a different
approach with a small presence next to the road on the mainland.
Although you have less control with a mainland parcel you gain
the advantage of reduced cost, and with a less isolated location
you see passing visitor traffic from residents exploring the
mainland. In choosing our site we went with a PG-rated sim to
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amount of staff time, money, and effort they can afford to invest

Challenges
Even though virtual worlds like Second Life have been around
since 2004, they are still considered relatively new. Companies
should be aware of the challenges that exist in entering worlds
like Second Life. Falcon felt the biggest challenge to be Second
Life's learning curve. ―It takes quite a long time to learn how to
make the most of the Second Life virtual space, and it is easy to
make mistakes if you try to rush the process.‖ The benefit is that
demolition costs nothing in Second Life, and the only cost involved in rebuilding is labor.

Jan/Feb/Mar 2009
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Avariel Falcon—Resident Profile

A

variel Falcon, a resident of Second Life since 2006, lives
in Caledon under Falcon Tower and is responsible for

managing and maintaining the broadcast network for the
Caledon Tesla Society. The network currently consists of the
following new generation towers:
1. Wardenclyffe Tower (Caledon Downs)
2. Falcon Tower (Caledon Steam SkyCity)
3. Port Caledon Tower (Port Caledon)
4. Michael Faraday Tower (Caledon Cape Wrath)
Most residents of Second Life are aware of the Independent
State of Caledon—a rapidly growing group of Victorianthemed sims owned by Desmond Shang. The Caledon Tesla
Broadcast Power Network can be found within this group—
part of a subculture focusing on Steampunk and the scientists and well-known individuals who represent that
movement.
Avariel is also well-known
for making a range of dolphins that are popular in
the Gianfar roleplay community
Jan/Feb/Mar 2009
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I

f you’ve been sleeping all day in order to star gaze all
night, you might have missed the fact that this year has
been designated the International Year of Astronomy 2009
(IVA 2009) by the International Astronomical Union (IAU) and
UNESCO. IYA 2009 is a global celebration of astronomy coinciding with the 400-year anniversary of Galileo Galilei’s first
use of a telescope as an astronomical instrument.
The PG-rated sim ―Astronomy 2009‖ has been built to showcase a few of the many activities taking place around the
world to celebrate the science of astronomy. Only in a virtual
reality can so many ―out of this world‖ subjects be appropriately displayed and appreciated.

The west path is themed ―The World at Night‖ and features 20
photographers and an image they have each taken relating to
astronomy. One photo by Wally Pacholka was taken from a
cave called False Kiva in eastern Utah, U.S. This photo is a
―must see‖ combination of the beauty of space and time.
Beyond the paths, or outside of this galaxy, are additional exhibits including a build of Lord Rosse's monster telescope and
a Nightwise Street demonstration of proper outdoor lighting.
Throw in the mandatory multilevel planetarium and a museum
of artist's renditions of space, and you have a very entertaining sim built for the astronomer in all of us.

Visitors to Astronomy 2009 enter in the center of
the sim, so when arriving, zoom back or look at
your map,. You will find that you are in the center
of a spiral galaxy. The galaxy has two arms which
are paths to follow to view exhibits related to two
themes.
The east path is themed ―From Earth to the Universe‖ or FETTU. The displays along this path show
a collection of fantastic astronomical images that
have been brought together as a collection to be
exhibited in various locations throughout the real
world.

A replica of Lord Rosse’s monster
telescope can be found on Astronomy
2009 island.
Page 20
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MuniGov2.0, a group of government employees who are working to promote the use of
Web 2.0 technology in the work place, will hold its first online conference to discuss
and share ideas about the uses and applications of this new and vital tool.
MuniGovCon'09-a virtual conference-will be held April 10, 2009 from 9:00 AM - 1:00
PM PST. MuniGovCon'09 will focus on Web 2.0 technology uses by government for
government, feature speakers who will share their experiences and expertise, and host
discussions focusing on idea sharing. "As far as we know, this is the very first conference of its kind," said MuniGov co-founder Bill Greeves. "We are very excited by both
the interest in our new and growing organization and in the many ways people are
finding to put technology to productive use."
Who Should Attend?
Anyone whose government organization is interested in learning more about how the tools and business methods of
Web 2.0 are being used to improve governmental organizations should attend this free conference.
Agenda & Speakers
The half day conference will include the following speakers and topics.
"Let's Get Together: Using 2.0 for Internal Collaboration" Jack D. Pond (SL jdpond Turbo), Chief Information
Officer, Montgomery County, Penn.
"Shifting the Gears of Local Governance: Introducing Cities to Web 2.0" Mark Faul (SL KC Titanium), Business
Analyst, City of Ottawa, Canada
"Training Comes to You - Courtesy of Web2.0" Bill Shields (SL Zeppo Romano), Hydrogeologist & Lecturer in
Geology, Department of Geography-Geology, Illinois State University
"This Ain't Rocket Science: How NASA is Using 2.0 to Become More Accessible" Erika Vick (SL Universa Vanalten), NASA Strategic Communications Specialist
"There's an Elephant in the Room: The Impact of Web 2.0 at the Local Government Level" (Panel Discussion)Presenters TBD
Venue & Participation Requirements
MuniGovCon'09 will be held in Second LifeT. You MUST have a Second Life account or plan to attend the
meeting with someone who does. (Many localities are planning to reserve a conference room and elect
one person to control the avatar interaction and serve as the eyes and ears for a larger group.) Information on obtaining a Second Life account can be found at

www.secondlife.com. If you are brand new to

Second Life, we also recommend you visit our Second Life Orientation section, which includes video
tutorials to help familiarize yourself with your avatar before the conference. Once we have a final headcount of attendees, we will be providing those registered with additional details on the specific location
and venue within Second Life.
Registration
Registration for the conference is free for attendees, but our capacity is limited, so attendees are urged to register
early. To register for the conference, please complete our online registration form. Once registered, you will receive conference notifications including schedules for orientation sessions for new users, agenda updates, final venue
details, etc. Online registration will close at Midnight (PST) on April 1, 2009.
Vendor Information
If there is enough interest from the vendor community, MuniGovCon'09 will host an exhibition hall in the virtual
space where vendors may advertise their products and services. Vendors interested in having a virtual booth should
contact Pam Broviak (SL Pam Renoir)-pwg@publicworksgroup.com.
Questions & Information

Web site. Check back often for the latest updates, and follow
Twitter. For questions or assistance, please contact Leslie Fuentes (SL leslie7 Sweetwater)lfuentes@hampton.gov.
We will be posting additional details frequently on our
us on

Jan/Feb/Mar 2009
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